T he Columbia RiveR, the largest river in the Pacific Northwest, originates in Canada, flows south through Washington, and forms much of the boundary between Washington and Oregon before emptying into the Pacific Ocean. The conditions at the mouth of the river, where its fast-flowing currents meet the Pacific's volatile waves and wind gusts, are so treacherous that they have sunk about 2,000 ships and killed roughly 700 people since 1792.
The river is an important artery for cargo vessels, but the colliding currents and waves often cause conditions to change drastically within a matter of minutes or a matter of meters, creating hazards for even the most experienced pilots. But researchers at Oregon State University are working to make things safer by employing radar technology to track not ships but rather waves and currents within the system of sandbars located where the river and the ocean meet.
Such technology would provide instantaneous data to supplement the weather forecasts and intuition that pilots must typically rely on, says Merrick Haller, Ph.D., M.ASCE, an associate professor in the university's School of Civil and Construction Engineering. He says that the information would save money and could save lives in the Pacific Northwest and that it has the potential to aid coastal navigation around the globe. "These kinds of large-scale observations can provide information on variability that you couldn't get from a wave buoy that's offshore," says Haller, who is leading a research team that includes David Honegger, a graduate assistant; Guillermo Diaz, Ph.D., a postdoctoral scholar; and Randy Pittman, a faculty research assistant. Such observations, Haller explains, "can be really useful, especially at inlets where the currents are meeting the waves, because that's a known danger point."
The area in which the Columbia River meets the Pacific is prone to vicious storms and also includes a series of sandbars that add to the difficulty of navigation. It is so dangerous that pilots belonging to a group called the Columbia River Bar Pilots board and navigate most vessels traveling through the region, and each year the 16 pilots in this group take 3,600 ships and 40 million tons of cargo-worth about $23 billion-past the danger point. The pilots board the vessels by helicopter if conditions are especially severe.
The researchers hope to help the pilots by adapting the commercially available radar devices used for ship tracking. The adaptations involve increasing each device's sensitivity setting, or gain, so that it can pick up waves and currents along with ships. This would enable the devices to detect wave patterns, current fields, and the frontal boundaries at which currents change sharply in direction and strength, for this is where the pilots most often run into trouble.
Haller says that the idea of using radar to track wave fields was conceived in the 1990s, but today such radar devices are generally used to protect offshore oil rigs. Very few ships have onboard wave-tracking radar. Haller began collecting data on the Columbia River about eight years ago, and last year he collected two months' worth of data on the New River Inlet, on the North Carolina coast. In May of last year he began regularly collecting data on the Columbia River as part of a study funded mainly by the U.S. Department of Defense's Office of Naval Research.
The researchers use a radar device mounted on a cliff high above the mouth of the Columbia. In this way they can track wave patterns as far away as 5 km and current features up to 12 km away. The device collects images every 1.5 seconds, and while at this point the data are not instantaneously available, Haller says that the researchers have shared their data with pilots to help them understand the behavior of the inlet. The researchers have also used the data to estimate the underwater topography of the inlet, which they say could help to prevent ships from running aground and ensure that channels are properly dredged.
"When the flow is coming out of the river very strongly and it meets the ocean, right at that boundary it generates a roughness feature that we can track with the radar," Haller says. "It represents a sharp change in the current field, and so a ship going through there will be affected by that."
According to Haller, the radar technology, beyond the obvious safety benefits it would confer, could help to cut costs by reducing the delays that occur when pilots are unsure of conditions. He says that the researchers and pilots are discussing the most advantageous way of employing the technology, and he is also in discussions with the U.S. Coast Guard and the Northwest Association of Networked Ocean Observing Systems about creating a way to give ships instantaneous access to the data.
Haller says that he has received positive feedback from these groups and that with additional funding his team could develop a system in the coming years that would make the data available to users instantaneously. He says that the concept could become a lifesaver in the Pacific Northwest and anywhere else that ships must pass through treacherous waters.
"We've always known that the Columbia was this big, amazing, and dangerous place," he says. "It has serious economic and safety impacts, so any information that we can give The mouth of the Columbia River is part of a vital shipping route, but conditions there are among the most treacherous in the world.
